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AN INTRODUCTION TO SCATORS

INTRODUCTION

The beginning of rnodern vector analysis is usually traced to

Grassrnannts Ausdehnungslehre published in 1844 and Harniltonrs

Quaternions published the sarne year. About forty years later, in

1881 and 1884, Gibbs printed a privately circulated parnphlet

Elernents € Vector Analysis (3, p. 17-90), that presents the sub-

ject in very nearly the same form that it aPPears today. In this Parn-

phlet Gibbs defined transcendental functions of dyadics but not

transcendental functions of vectors or higher order odd tensors.

The search for a useful definition of "V where V is a vector

led to the consideration of a new quantity which sha1l be called a

s cato r,

Definition. A scator is the indicated surn of a scalar and a vector

o = a*A = A*a

where a is a real scalar and A is a real or imaginary vector. If A

is real the scator will be called real, and if A is imaginary, i. e.,

A = iV, where V is real, the scator will be said to be complex.

Either a or A may be null.

Throughout this work lower case La.tin letters will indicate

elernents of the scalar field, capital I-atin letters will indicate



elements of the vector field, and lower case Greek letters will

indicate scators.



ALGEBRA OF SCATORS

Definition. Two scators are equal if and only if their scalar parts

are equal and their vector parts are equal,

Thus, if o =a*Aandp=b*8, theno =pif andonlyif

a=bandA=B.

Definition. The surn of two scators o and p, indicated by o * p, is

the algebraic surn of their scalar parts and their vector parts.

Thus, if o =a*Aandp=b*8, then

o +p = (a+b) + (A+B).

It follows that scators forrn an abelian group under addition. The

identity elernent is the nu11 scator o * O. The inverse of o = a * A

is -o = -(a + A).

Definition. A scator is cornplete if and only if both parts are non-

null. Otherwise a scator is incornplete. The subscript notation o 
"

and o' will refer to the scalar and vector parts of o, respectively.

To define scator multiplication we introduce a new symbol,

o, and indicate the product of two scators o and p as o.p.

Definition. Let o = a * A and P = b +B, then



oop = (atA). (b+B)

= aob + a"B * A"b * AoB,

where by definition

aob = &b,

aoB = Boa =

AoB = BoA =

product of the vectors A and B, Then

ooP=(ab+A.B) +

&B,

A.B where A.B is the inner

(bA + aB).

It follows that scators are closed and cornmutative under

multiplication. The identity element is the scator 1 + O.

The idea of scators may be extended to quantities of the form

f+F+o

where iDis a Gibbs dyadic. Such a quantity will be caIled a scator of

the second order. A scator of the r.th ord.er is defined as

f +r'+oz+... *0r,

where % i" a Gibbs polyadic of the kth order. By definition

o.(f *F +OZ + ... +$) = oof * ooF + aoe'+ ... * oo%,

where

uiu;' ... Bjk,

and

lTI

or= I Bj
j=1

lII

t".)n,l r "l"lj=1
BI ,

J
ooon =



Note that scator rnultiplication is not generally associative,

forif o =a*A, P=b*8, andy-g+G, then

(o"P) oy=[("+A) "(b+n)] "(g+G)

= [(ab+A.B)+(bA+aB)] . (g +C).

(2. t1 (o " P)o y = (abg+ gA'B+bA'G+aB.G) +(abG+A.BG+bgA+agB),

while

o" (9" y) = (a +A). [(U +B). (g + G)]

= (a * A)" [ (bg + B.G) + (gB + bG)]

(2. 2l o . (p. y) =(abg+gA' B +bA' G+aB' G)+(abG+AB. G+ bgA+agB).

Subtracting equation (2.2) from (Z.Il gives

(o. F)o Y - o " (p" Y) = A'BG - AB'G,

(2,3) (o" P)o y - o'(P" y) = B'(AG - GA) .

Theorern l. The necessary and sufficient condition that the product

o o Fo y be associative is that pr. be orthogonal to o.. and y, or that

o, and y, be linearly dependent.v'v

The proof is irnrnediate since the right side of 12.3) vanishes under

the conditions of the hypothesis and conversely.

Definition, The scatorconjugateof o =atAis o =a -A.

Thus o " f is always a scalar. Using this definition the fol-

lowing properties of conjugates are easily verified.



o+p

o "-F-

+p,

O F,

=o

=o

o=o,

Definition, The absolute value of a cornplex scator o = a + Ai, A real,

is the scalar l" i=^ft". "l = fu + A.A

Hence for cornplex scators it

(2.41 o"f = lol'.

follows irnrnediately that

Definition. The absolute value of the realscatoro =a*Ais

lol=

lo.Plz<l"l2lpl2,

TheorernZ. If o andparecornplexscatorsthen l""P l( lo llp l.

Proof: Let o = a * Ai and P = b + Bi. Then

lo'Flz =l(a +Ai)' (b *si)lz = ltau - A.B)+(aB+bA)il2

= (A. n)z + uzbz + azB. B +bzA.A + (B.B)(A.A)-(B.B)(A.A)

= (az +A.A)(bz +B.B) + (A.B)z - (B. B)(A.A)

= lo l' lplz * (r. B)z - (B.B)(A'A),

and with the aid of Schwarzrs inequality

(2. 5l lo. plz - l" l2 | plz =(A'B)z - lel' lolz..o,
frorn which it follows that

and



lo.ol <l"llPl
Frorn 12.;'l it is evident that equality holds in this theorern

when o.. and Pr. are linearly dependent.

Theorem 3. If o and p are cornplex scators then lo + pl < l" I * lpl.

Proof . Frorn (2.41 and the properties of scator conjugates it follows

that
)_

l" +Pl" = (o +p) " (o +P) = (o *p)" (o +P),
1-(2.6) l" +Plo =oo o +o o P+oo P+P' P.

But since the conjugate of o . pis f " p, from Theorern 2

o " p-+;" P-< 2lo " pl <zl"llpl =zlallpl
If this inequality is used in (2.6) then

lo + plz< I olz + zl" llpl + lplz ,

and

l" +Pl-. l"l+ lpl.

The result can be extended to n cornplex scators by rnathe-

matical induction. It is apparent that the absolute value of a cornplex

scator satisfies the requirernents of a norm.

Definition. The quotient alF of. two scators o and p is that scator 6

suchthato=po 6.

Theorern 4. 11 Ps * o and AZ - g' B =# o, there exists a unique

quotient 0 = o/P.



Proof: If o =a*Aandp=b*8, 1et6=d*D, Thenbythedefini-

tion of a quotient

a*A=(b*B) " (d+D)

= (bd + B'D) + (dB + bD),

and frorn equality of scators

(2.7)

(2.8)

Taking the inner product of. (2.8) with B and solving for B'D gives

A.B . dB.BB'D= U , (b#o).

Substituting the right member of this equation into (2.71 and simpli-

fying yields

ab = bzd + A.B - dB'B ,

frorn which it follows that

d=aE-A'8, (u2-s.B=#o).
bo - B'B

Substituting the right mernber of this equation into (2.8) and sirnpli-

fying yields

A(bz - B.B) = (ab - A.B) B +b (bz - B.B) D.

a=bd+B'D,

A= dB + bD.

Solving for D gives

,_ (u2-e.e) a-(au-e.n) n
b(62 - B.B)

Hence, if there exists a quotient it is
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(z.s) 6=d*D=r++=ffi+ ,

o a*A (ab-A.B)(b-n)+(uz-B.B)A 2(2,9a) p =b+B = , b*o, bo-B'B*o,

To show that o is a quotient, f rorn lZ.9al it follows that

E^ R - (ab - A.B)(b - B) . (b +B) * (uz- e.n)a" (u + s)uoP-G) 
b(bz-B.B)

_ab-A'BtbA+A.B = a*A.
b

To show that 6 is unique suppose there exists another quotient

1= g *G. Thenp. 6 = Po y implies

(b+B). (d+D) =(b*B) . (g+G),

and from equality of scators

(2. ro)

(2. I l)

bd+B.D-bg+8.G,

dB+bD=gB+bG.

Solving (2. ll) for G yields

(z.tzl o=Pl#d ,

and solvitg (2.10) for g gives

(2.13) *=EEiLff.
Substituting (2. l2) into (2. l3l and simplifying gives

_ _aza - dB.B + gB.B
bz'

and

bz - s.B)s = (bz - B.B)d ,
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from which it follows that g = fl. Using this result in lZ. l2l it be-

cornes irnrnediately obvious that G = D and hence the quotient 6 is

unigue.

Note that if the denorninator is a cornplete cornplex scator

a quotient always exists.

11 Ps = o then there exists a unique quotient if and only if or.

and p, are linearly dependent and Pr. i" one dimensional.

As a corollaryto Theorem 4 we have the following.

11 Ps * o and U2 - S'B * o, there exists a unique inverse

l/p such that p. 
i = ,.

Proof : Frorn (2.91 it follows directly that

(?. t4l 1tD- I - b-B
" b+B t2_e.g

Equation (2. 141 suggests that the inverse can be obtained

simply by rnultiplying the nurnerator and denorninator of. llp by b - B

and indeed it is true that

I r" (b - B)
p= (b+B)"(b -B) '

In generat however 
fi * il;{

Theorern5. 11 Ps, y"*oandb2 -8.8, gZ -G'G*o, then]-ooY, Y' --'-'-p-P"Y

if and onry if tfi" Ol o y = fi" tp" v).

The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of quotient.
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Another consequence of the non-associativity of scator rnul-

tiplication is the following.

Theorem 6. ,1 Ps * o andt2 -S'B *o, then] = oolif anaontypp
if o., and p' are linearly dependent.

Proof: Let o = a + A and I = b + B. Then the quotient o/F is given

by

t- ^\ o a*A (ab-A'B) (bz -B'B)A-(ab-A'B)B1c'Yt p=b+B = 
E; 

+ 
b1t'.-B.B)

With the aid of. 12. l4l,

(2.t5) o.| - aL-A'B + u2+-aue
P uz - e.s b(bz - B.B)

If. a l9 = o ' I tn. vector parts as well as the scalar parts of. (?.9) and
p

(2. l5) rnust be equal.

Hence

azl^ -(B'B)A - abB + (A.B)B = bZA - abB,

frorn which it follows that

(A'B)B = (B'B)A

Therefore A and B rnust be linearly dependent. Conversely if A = kB,

the vector part of. (2.9) becornes

uzke - B.BkB - abB rkB.BB uZts - abB bZA - abn
b (bz - B.B) b(bz - B.B) b(52 - B.B) '

which is the vector part of (2. l5). Hence 3 = o " l.p - - p'
In a sirnilar rnanner it can be proved that if p^ + o and
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U2-S.B*o, thenoiY - o o yif andonlyif B--andy--areP P 'v 'v

Iinearly dependent.

The equation 6o p = o can also be solved for 6 by multiplying

6" P by the inverse of p and using (2.31 to give a result identical to

that of (2,9),, The process is dernonstrated below,

If o =a *A, p = b +Bwhereb t' oandaZ -g,B f o,

6 = d t D and 6o P = o, then from (2. 3l we can write

(6" P)" : = 6o (P" 5 + B'(-BD - DB) tp p'-;lffi=o"p- '

and with the aid of (2. 15)

(z.t6t 6= d*D=ffi + p="*

The scalar part of 6 in this equation is identical to the scalar part of

(2.9l.. The vector parts are also identical, for from (2. l6) it follows

that

uzo - (B'B)D = bA - aB - (B'B)D + (B'D)B ,

and on simplifying and introducing the dyadic idernfactor I

(2. tll Dbz - D.BB = D. (b2r - BB) = bA - aB

Substituting B =,../fB-E-) E, where E, is a unit vector in the direction

of B of an orthonormal set of n vectors E1, EZ, ..., Err, one can

write
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n

H.J
J=r

n

= (b2 - B.B)ErEl + bz I "jrjj= I

If B.B t' o its reciprocal is n

(2.r8) r,zr-BB)-'=* I EjEj-H
j=I

n

= "r"' .,- I r
bz _ e.n 62 L EiEi

j=z

Postmultiplying (Z.l7l by (bzf - BB)-1 ar.d sirnplifying gives

lz.rgl P = (bA - aB) ',;ozt - Bn1-l

Now n

(2.?.ol bA - aB = b I "jEj - a^.(8. 41 e,
j=1

With the aid ot (2. 18) and (Z.Z0l we can write (2. 19)as
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barEr , alD= i*I"l + I \ 3:E= - ="Bu2 - n.e b ?, 
-r-r uz - e.n

n

bzalEr+ (uz - B.R) I "jEj -abB -B.BarEr+B.Ba1E,
j=z

oto gt = (o o p)n

if and only if o' and Po. are linearly dependent; and

/ " Y o'
\P/ P'

b(bz - B.B)

(b2-B.B)A-(ab+A.B)B , since B'BatE, = (A'B)B,
b(b" - B.B)

which is identical to the vector part of. (2.91.

Definition, If n is a positive integer and o is any scator, then

nO" = Oo O o O o ... o O tO n faCtOrS.

Frorn the properties of scator algebra and the definition of

powers the scalar laws of exponents are true with the following restric -

tions, Forn) l,

t1 Pr is null.

Powers of scators can be extended to include alI integers by

defining
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oo = l, o non-null,

o -t = *- , ov non-nuIt, uz4lf + o.
o
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TRANSCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS OF SCATORS

Definitio}, U k is any real or irnaginary scalar and o any scator

then

(s.r) "ko= l*ko -# + # +

(3.21 coshko= r*U -# +

(3,3) sinhko=ko + # + # +

(3.4) cos ko= ,-# + # # +

(3.5) sin ko = ko # + # -, 
nli' 

+

From the first three definitions above it follows that

eo = cosho * sinh o, €-o = cosh o - sinh o,

ic
" 

t=coso*isino , e-io=cosq, -isino

Thus

, eo*e-o eo-e-ocosno=T r slrrll o= 2 ,

.io + "-io eio - "-ioCOsO=Trslno=7,

Other properties of exponential functions that can be easily

demonstrated arel

a*A a A aAe = e--o e = e e

"or*o"oro = u(kl+k2)o

(3. 6)

(3. 7)

(3.8) 
"o 

o uP - "o 
*P if and only if or, g, are linearly dependent,
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Theorem 7a. If o = a * Ai there exist scalars r and t such that

iAr to = re---r- where A1 is a unit vector in the direction of A, r = lo l,

andt=tan-l l4[
a

Proof: Let

a = r cosAlt = r cost, A= r sinArt = rA, sint

Then

(a+Ai).(a-Ai) =uZ+Az =lolz= tz *r=l"l

And

A rAl sin t
a - rcost

lal -, lal
aa

Hence

o =a*Ai = r (cosAlt *i sinAlt)

= reiAlt
(3.9) o=a*Ai=loluiAlt, t=tan-l lAl

a

We call (3. 9) the polar form of o.

Theorern 7b. If o =a*AandAis rea1, o maybe expressedinthe

fo rrn

a*A=,,[f,TaT .Att, t=tanh-, +,l"lrlAl ,

or

a * A = 4TT;T Ar. "Alt, t = coth-l .l31, l"l .lal

The proof of the first form follows directly as in Theorem Taby using

the hyperbolic functions. To prove the second make the substitution
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a = rAl o sinh Alt

The function eiAlt is

k is any integer, since

"iA1(t 
+ 2nk)

A - rA, cosh A1t.

periodic with a period of 2nkA1i where

(:. t o1 o'=(lol
In particular, if lo | =

De Moivrers Theorern.

Sirnilarly, if o =Pt, na

p=o* =(lol"to")
k any integer.

Definition. If o = "P 
th"r, log o = p.

Theorern8. If o =a*Aisnon-null ando is cornplexoro is real

and lal > lel, then there exists a scator p such that o =.P .

= cos A1(t + 2nk) * i sin Ar(t + Znk)

= cos Art * i sin Al, = .iAIt

Thus it is possible to use (:. g) to deterrnine powers and extract roots

of scators.

With the aid of (9.8) it follows that for o complex and n a

po sitive intege r,

"iAlt) 
t 

= lolt "iA1nt
I then (f . tO1 becomes the scator analog of

In view of. (2.9) and the definition of negative

powers, equation (f . tO) holds true for negative exponents as well.

po sitive intege r, then

1Ii = 1o 1 
*= uiAt$;4),

Proof: By Theorems '/3and 7b we can write o in the form
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o=a+A = "uO"
where r is real and positive. 'W ritin g r =.b i, follows that

b Art b*A,t Bo=eel=el=e'

Reallogarithrns exist for real scators provided that the rnagnitude of

the scalar part is greater than the magnitude of the vector part.
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CALCULUS OF SCATORS

Definition. A neighborhood of a scatot L is the set of all scators f,

such that for any positive nurnber d,

le - eol 'a'

Definition. Let the single valued function S (0 be defined on sorrre

neighborhood of f,except possibly ", Lo. Then rt is the limit of +(6)

as !approaches fo and we write

1im S(0 = rl
L*Lo

if for every e ) o there exists a d ) o such that whenever o < l6-[ol< a,

then lQ([)-nl<.. If there is no such 11, the lirnit of Q(0 "t L does

not exist.

Definition. Let the function Q (0 be defined on some neighborhood of

t. Then S (0 i" continuous at to if

lirn Q(0 = +(t ).
L--Lo o

A function is continuous on a neighborhood if it is continuous at every

scator on the neighborhood.
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Definition. I A scator infinitesirnal is a scator variable which

approaches the null scator.

Thus a scator is an infinitesirnal if and only if its scalar and

vector parts approach nullity.

Definition. Let S (0 be a ;unction of the independent variabie [. If t
is a particular value of I let the difference

a+(go) = +(0 -+(Lo).

Then the function Q($ will be said to be differentiable at f if one can

write

(4. t1 A+(6o) = AE"I t A!"e

where e is a scator infinitesirnal, that is, lirn e = 9, and I is a scator
a g*o

whose order is at rnost one higher than that of +(0. I will be called

the derivative ^, Lo of Q(0 with respect to f and we write

(4. z) r=+'(L)=
d+ (L)

odL

A detailed study of higher order scators like I is beyond the

scope of this work.

lTh" definitions of scator infinitesirnal, differentiability, and
differential, follow closely those given by I. M. Hostetter in a
privately circulated manuscript, Corvallis, Oregon.
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Definition. If. the infinitesirnal A11 is the change in a scator n we

denote the principal part by dn and call it the differential of 11.

Hence f rorn (4. 1) and ( 4.21 it follows that

dQ (6o) = dL " +'([o).

If Iis in turn a function of a scalar pararneter t, 6 = 6(t),

(4.3)

and

G.4)

+ (Lo) = + ([(to) ), If L (t) is differentiable at to then

ag(to) = Ato L'(to) * Ato 11

where 11 is a scator infinitesimal. Substituting this into (4. l) for At

give s

aQ g(to) = [ Ato 6,(to) r Ato rt] . [0'(6o) +e J

The principal part of AS (to) is

d+(to) = [dt "L,(to)] " 0' (!o)

= dt [ 6,(to) " +,(q)] ,

d+(t^)
f = Lr(to) " +'(L) .

The value of the derivative in (4.3) may depend upon the

value of dt the direction in scator space, Let I = x t R,

0(0 = u(x, R) + V(x, R). We seek the conditions uPon the functions u

and V such that the value of the derivative is independent of the

choice of dx and dR. This implies that the derivative 
", Lo on the

(x, R)-plane (see sketch) is the sarne for all directions on that plane.
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R) -P1ane

If the partial derivativ€" o_, V*, *R, V* are continuou" "t Lo then

by the lrlean value theorem for scalar and for vector functions

Au = (u* * er) Ax * AR' (u* + Er),

aV = (V* + E2) ax + aR' (VR +O),

where e1 is a scalar infinitesirnal, E1 and E2 are vector infinitesi-

rnaIs, and 0 is a dyadic infinitesirnal. The principle part of A+ =

Au * AV is, therefore,

(4.5) dQ(go) = (o* + Vx) dx + dR ' (uR + VR) = (dx + dR) . +'(go).

Let R = rR.1 , where R, is a unit vector either real or

irnaginary and, = lRl. Then for dx = o, that is, if !approaches I
along a direction para1Ie1 to R,

dR=Rl dr

for all dR in the (x, R)-plane. And (4. 5) becornes

(4.6) Rl ' (rrR + vs) = R, . (+'(L) ).

Sirnilar1y, if dR = O,
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(+,t1 ,* * V* = S'([o).

Since it is desired that Qt([o) Ue the sarne in (4.6) and (4.7) we sub-

stitute the latter into the forrner with the result that

Rl' *R * Rt' VR = Rlo o* * Rr" V*.

Equating the scalar parts and vector parts gives

(4.8) Rl'*R=Rt'Vx, Rt'VR =Rlu*

as the conditions which rnust be satisfied by u and V if the derivative

is to be unique in the (*, R)-plane. These are the scator analogs of

the Cauchy-Riemann equations.

As an exarnple of a function which satisfies (a.8) consider

Q(L) = * = k+ R)z = *Z +R.R * ZxR.

Since o = *Z + R'R, and V = 2xR, the partial derivatives are given by

ug=2R, Vx=2R,

u* = 2x , VA= ZxI ,

where I is the dyadic idemfactor. Now

Rl'rR = Rl'2R = Rl'V* ,

R1'VR=Rl'ZxI = R12x = Rl*-

as is required by equation (4. 8).
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